
Lady Hunting - Sir Gawain and the Green Knight Hunting Scenes Essay 

 Sir Gawain and the Green Knight is a poem written by an unknown author, commonly 

referred to as the "Gawain-Poet". It recounts the tale of Sir Gawain of King Arthur's round table, 

where he must abide by the beheading game he partakes in with the mysterious "Green Knight". 

Through many trials that test Gawain's chivalry and faith, he finally meets the Green Knight at 

their designated time, only to survive his trial. The poem's hunting scenes highlight the 

animalistic nature of humanity and the struggles of keeping an oath that will inevitably end in 

death. In the first hunting scene, the coy interactions between Gawain and the Lady is 

symbolized in the hunt for the deer. The hunt for the boar mimics the Lady's aggressive 

forwardness towards Gawain, and lastly, the hunt for the fox illustrates the Lady's cleverness in 

her numerous attempts to tempt Gawain. The narrative techniques used in the hunting scenes of 

Sir Gawain and the Green Knight symbolize the theme of Gawain's and the Lady's animalistic 

nature.  

 The first hunt that the Lord, his men and their dogs partake in is the slaughter of deer. 

They go out early in the morning and begin their mass killing. The poem says that "at the first 

sound of the hunt the wild creatures trembled" (), similarly, to how Gawain reacts when the Lady 

enters his room: "The knight shammed sleep for a very long while" (). This shy attitude is hardly 

befitting of a knight of Gawain's reputation, therefore it is logical to presume that he is inheriting 

the likeness of a deer by remaining as still as he can. Furthermore, the deer-like actions do not 

stop there, as the Lady attempts to seduce Gawain by very passively stating "All that I have 

previously heard and now know to be true - no man on Earth would be picked before you." () By 

subtly saying she would rather have married Gawain over her husband, Gawain slyly responds 

"Indeed, noble lady..., you have chosen much better,". By taking the uninvolved deer-like 



strategy of dancing around the subject, they avoid being too forward with one another. The final 

comparison between the two can be found at the latter half of the first hunting scene. Rarely does 

the Gawain-Poet use copious amounts of text to describe a scene in agonizing detail, therefore it 

stands to reason that the graphic dismemberment of the deer embodies the utter failure the Lady 

suffers by only obtaining one kiss. 

 The second day that the Lord, his men and their dogs go hunting, they encounter a great 

boar. As the boar reveals itself, it rampages out of a bush and immediately throws three of the 

Lord's men on their backs (). The boar represents the forwardness of the Lady and her increasing 

impatience with Gawain. Alike the boar rampaging out of the bush, the Lady abruptly enters 

Gawain's room and promptly kisses him. Her aggressiveness does not end there as she frankly 

asks Gawain to have sex with her by saying "and you, who make such courteous and elegant 

vows, should be eager to instruct a youthful creature, and teach her some elements of skill in true 

love." () Not to mention she suggests that he could rape her if he pleases, as she states: "you are 

strong enough to force your will if you wish". () This forwardness is further exemplified by the 

Lord as he bravely jumps off his horse to engage the boar in open combat. By impaling the heart 

of the boar, he brings it's frenzy to an end. Likewise, Gawain brings the Lady's overbearingness 

to a close by expressing: 

     But to take the task on myself of explaining true love,                                                      

And treat the matter of romance and chivalric tales                                                       To you 

whom - I know well - have more expertise                                                       In that 

subject by half than a hundred such men                                                               As myself 

ever can, however long I may live,                                                         Would be absolute 

folly, noble lady, on my word. () 



Gawain once again reminds her that her heart belongs to another and that he is unwilling to break 

his abstinence, or betray the Lord of the castle. Imagery is shared between the scenes as the Lord 

impaling the heart of the boar aligns with the Lady's attempts to stab the Lord in the 

metaphorical heart.  

 The third hunt that the Lord, his men and their dogs go on is more for the sport than the 

reward. They come across a wily fox and try all day to catch it. Meanwhile, the Lady's third 

attempt at seducing Gawain bore more fruit than the previous efforts. Akin to the fox, she pulls 

out her most devious tricks in the form of three seduction techniques: sexual temptation, material 

temptation and mortal temptation. When the Lady enters Gawain's room, she is dressed in very 

provocative clothing and adorned with lavish jewelry. Even the noble Gawain can hardly keep 

himself in check, as he notices "every part of her so perfect, and in colour so fine, hot passionate 

feeling [wells] up in his heart." () Realizing his plight, he quickly pushes her away once more 

and finally convinces the Lady that her sexual forwardness will not work. The Lady, being as 

shrewd as a fox, tricks Gawain into believing that she has given up in her sexual pursuit. After 

asking for a love token from Gawain, he promptly refuses. She takes this opportunity to break 

him with a second temptation - a distinctly expensive ring. Predictably, Gawain refuses the ring 

as well. Finally, her last attempt harkens back to the hunt of the fox: "and many times doubled 

back, so cunning was Reynard." She presents him with a final temptation, one that will save his 

life - a magical girdle that will protect against any blow dished out against him. Promising not to 

tell the Lord anything about it, Gawain accepts the Girdle. Through the Lady's tricks and 

machinations, Gawain has at last been sucked into temptation through fear over his own death.   

 Sir Gawain and the Green Knight is a complex poem that asks the viewer to read in 

between the lines to bring forth deeper meanings. The hunting scenes of the third fitt exemplify 



this more so than the other three. By being cautious and shy, the Lady and Gawain partake on the 

coy persona of a deer. Obversely, by being aggressively forward with her sexual desires, the 

Lady encompasses the traits of the great boar that is hunted by the Lord and his men. Lastly, by 

tricking Gawain into a false sense of trust in the her, the Lady succeeds in tempting Gawain 

away from his virtuous values. Through animalistic comparisons, the Gawain-Poet paints an 

image of temptation and a noble knight of King Arthur's court succumbing to it.  
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